




Possibility of living reconstruction by JSDF
- Utilization of Reserve Self-Defense Official –
Yukitomo OKAZAKI
Abstract 
The state is established by "national land, citizens, sovereignty". All state have the right not to be invaded 
these elements by other state. To protect this right, Japan organizes the Japan Self-Defense Forces. However, 
the main duty of the JSDF is national defense and protection of the people's lives is only done as necessary. 
But, if emergency occurs, the lives of the citizens fail, the national strength will decline. So "protection of 
the people" is an important mission for the JSDF. However, it is costly to always prepare. Therefore, this role 
is preferably not done by the regular self-defense official but by the Reserve Self-Defense Official who has 
the expert knowledge necessary for the protection of the people's lives. This will further enhance our defense 
capabilities. Therefore, we will consider expanding to the national qualification which has professional 
knowledge of living reconstruction in the examination division complemented by the Reserve Self-Defense 
Official.
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注
１）海上自衛隊は1970年創設。航空自衛隊は、1986年。また予備自衛官補は2002年。なお、予備自衛官補は、陸上
自衛隊に限る。即応予備自衛官は、1997年。
